
Making clients part of the design process overview

• light food, drink, coffee

• encourage casual chat

• Quick intros & bios

•  re-present agenda sent  

out in advance 

•  establish brainstorming 

“pool rules”

•  short icebreaker or share 

research/inspiration to 

create area for focus

part 1:  
the wind Up
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the arc of a client collaboration session

Mingle intros icebreaker eXercise 1:  
dig in!

working 
lUnch

eXercise 2:  
bUild off no. 1

eXercise 3:  
take big risks

evalUate neXt 
steps

8:30 aM noonish 4:30 pM

part 2: 
into the deep end

part 3:  
shoot the Moon

part 4:  
evalUate

•  introduce the first exercise

•  focus on individual and  

small group collaboration

• everyone draws their ideas

•  big sheets focus groups,  

make it easier to re-present

•  Use lunch as a time to present 

group work to everyone

•  Make clients present group 

work to the room,  

then there is a “silent” vote

•  avoid the lunch “food coma” by making 

people work through it

•  when possible, afternoon exercises 

should thread in material from  

previous exercises (inputs, outputs)

•  as people loosen up, make them work 

as hard as possible

•  don’t lose momentum when sharing 

ideas between exercises

•  keep clients together in their groups; 

rotate the designers

•  establish criteria 

for evaluating 

design ideas

•  apply criteria to 

most-liked ideas  

in front of  

the room

•  outline what  

happens next  

with the output



how shoUld i collaborate with a client?

Collaborate early. you should know if you need to collaborate well before the design phase 
of your project. your mutual efforts should guide the initiation and ideation within projects. 
having them collaborate late in the process can place you in a position where they want to 
“play designer” or risk them feeling like you need to be micromanaged.

common types of client/designer collaborations that happen before executing design ideas:

determining constraints
aligning on goals
Understanding fears
cataloguing biases

comprehending research
empathizing with customers
identifying opportunities
brainstorming ideas

At project inception/kickoff: Synthesis of research + ideation:
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Collaborate deeply. it’s not about solving the largest problems together. it’s about being 
aligned regarding how they’ll be approached, and discerning the right information from your 
clients early enough that it can be woven into the approach that you take.

Collaborate honestly. be yourself. clients don’t hire design robots, and need to relate to you 
as a person in order to inform you about what is truly happening in their organization.

Collaborate effectively. treat your time with the client seriously, and maximize it. Make them 
work, and it won’t feel like work. and make sure they don’t try to multitask while they’re on 
the clock. creativity takes focus!

Make sure the evidence of your collaboration is manifest in whatever deliverables they 
impact. there must be time in your project schedule to analyze what you’ve learned from 
your collaboration, and how it infuses what you’re seeking to make.



preparing for collaboration: providing focUs

Collaborate to identify opportunities for your clients to reach desired business outcomes. 
this should happen at the proposal stage. get to the root cause of why they’ve suggested 
a certain strategy or design approach. stated client needs are often symptoms of a larger, 
more interesting business problem—one that you’re probably best off defining before you 
start designing. otherwise, you may be focusing at the wrong target.

client says ask toUgh QUestions focUs the opportUnity

we want to add  
location-based services 
to our streaming radio 
mobile app.

“ could you tell me more 
about the data (or insight) 
supporting this request?”

“ what are your goals for 
adding these new features?

“ what business conditions 
or user needs caused these 
problems to emerge?”

“ what other strategies  
did you consider before  
choosing this course  
of action?”

“ what other related  
problems are also on  
the horizon?”

based on the answers to our  
questions, we determine that  
the new feature is a symptom  
of competitors taking 10% of  
their market share this year.” 

“there seem to be a range of  
possible strategies, which include:

• Identifying new revenue sources

• Extending into new platforms

• Creating new ad opportunities

•  Reclaiming market share  
head-to-head

can our teams work together  
to determine this opportunity?  
can we do it as a day-long  
collaboration session?”
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a well-structured client/designer collaboration bounces between taking an action,  
such as brainstorming or refining ideas, evaluating what you’ve created, and articulating  
or further describing potential directions that will be addressed in a future timebox. try  
to never let a timebox go longer than 10 minutes, and build in breaks for decompression.

sketch out a quick plan of how you’re going to use 

your time for each exercise. it’s okay if the plan 

changes as you go, but keep your desired end 

goal firmly in mind. any changes should support 

filling existing gaps in knowledge or reaching your 

desired goal for the end of the day.

act

articUlate

describe

5–10 minutes

evalUate 3–5 minutes

5 minutesbreak

plan yoUr day by Using tiMeboXing
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clUster 
favorite 

ideas

solo 
brain-
storM  

big ideas

evalUate

focUs  
on topic 

area

groUp 
brain-

storM big 
ideas

evalUate

each per-
son tags 

3 favorite 
ideas

break

evalUate

10 minutes 10 minutes 10 minutes 10 minutes 10 minutes 10 minutes



volUMe of ideas

tiMe reQUired  
to prepare

tiMe reQUired  
to debrief

volUMe of ideas

tiMe reQUired  
to prepare

tiMe reQUired  
to debrief

volUMe of ideas

tiMe reQUired  
to prepare

tiMe reQUired  
to debrief

volUMe of ideas

tiMe reQUired  
to prepare

tiMe reQUired  
to debrief

good great good less (bUt appropriate)

eXploit groUp dynaMics

Experiment and find your team’s sweet spot. Using different brainstorming methods with your 
team will have an impact on the quantity of material that you generate, as well as how long it will 
take to debrief regarding what ideas were generated. ideas that emerge from role playing may be 
more useful for, say, future-forward interactive projects, comparative to the other methods.

BRAINSTORMING 
INDIVIDUALLY

BRAINSTORMING 
IN PARALLEL

BRAINSTORMING 
IN THE ROUND

BRAINSTORMING 
VIA ROLE-PLAYING
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Use ideation QUestions

Focus areas for group ideation are best stated as questions. ideation questions are 
restatements of issues that form the basis of a design problem. when collaborating with a 
goal of generating design ideas, jot down some ideation questions in advance or formulate 
them with your client as part of an activity building up to the design efforts.
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ideation questions can address both functional and aesthetic areas that you’re seeking to explore. 
a well-articulated design problem immediately suggests a range of potential solutions.

how would a 
user expect  
to see their  
music-related 
data when on 
Facebook.com?

how can a user 
express what 
tracks they 
have liked?

how would the 
music listening 
activities of 
friends appear 
to a user?

how would a 
user expect  
their friends  
to influence 
what music is  
recommended?

how would  
a user share  
stations with 
those that 
aren’t app users 
or subscribers?

how would a 
user control  
the privacy  
of information 
posted to their 
facebook wall?

how can a  
user log into 
Facebook via 
our mobile  
app without  
disrupting their 
listening flow?

how can we 
best integrate 
information 
from Facebook 
Connect into 
our application?
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eXercises for alignMent & goal-setting

worst fears

ask everyone in the room to spend 5 minutes writing on sticky notes what they feel 

could go wrong on the project you’re about to embark upon. then, have everyone post 

up their notes on a whiteboard in a round-robin style, reading out one sticky note to the 

room at a time. after all are posted, facilitate an open discussion where you cluster the 

notes into themes. based on themes, assign them to groups. each group then draws up 

plans of action so their fears won’t come to pass.

100 Uses

choose a random, bland object. at the start of a full-day collaboration session, ask 

everyone in the room to collectively come up with 100 uses for it. as an example: 

you bring into the room an empty fishbowl. by the end of 20 minutes, there must 

be 100 unique ideas as to how it can be used. this is a “proof of creativity” exercise, 

especially if your team can demonstrate outlandish or lateral ideas.

photo collage

provide a pile of magazines, scissors, and tape to your clients and design team. 

individually or in small groups, make collages meant to illustrate feelings or 

relationships regarding product, brand, and so forth. have them present their 

collage for 30 seconds to a minute to the entire room. then have everyone place 

a small sticky note or dot on the images that resonate most with them. the most 

flagged items are then discussed.

goal sharing

Much like “worst fears,” have each person write their goals for a project at its inception. 

then categorize the goals into appropriate categories: goals for the project, goals for 

the company, goals for team contributors, goals for individual clients, etc. cluster these 

goals into themes that can be carried forward for all involved in the project. return to 

these goals at regular intervals in the project, to gauge how they are being fulfilled. 

(source: Matt conway)

what cUstoMer?

create Mad libs meant to describe the audience for your project. hand out sheets to 

individuals or groups, then ask them to determine what nouns, verbs, and adjectives that 

best describe their target customer. (including a name, age, hometown, and face is also 

critical.) Use this as a hypothesis to validate through research and testing, or as a way 

to get on the table how different client groups may perceive their target customer in 

different ways.

brand therMoMeter

create a large collage of imagery that represents what your client is doing in market: 

public-facing marketing, advertising, product use, lifestyle messaging, reviews, and so 

forth. post it in the room you are collaborating in. then, everyone is provided green, 

yellow, and red sticky dots. for 2 minutes: everyone places 3 green dots on things 

they believe are spot-on for where their brand sits. 2 minutes: yellow dots on what 

may change. 2 minutes: red dots on what is counter to their brand direction. then 

discuss where the focus of positive and negative attention seems to be.

press release

split the room into groups. each group must write a brief press release stating 

what the company will announce when your project is fulfilled. completed press 

releases are then read out to the entire room. when all are shared, they are 

discussed as a whole for a set period of time. variations include writing a press 

release from the competition positioned against your effort, what a columnist at 

the new york times might say, what a gizmodo blogger might say, etc.

scavenger hUnt

this is a good way to generate empathy for customers. recreate a few key things that 

you know your customers/target audience may do in their lives that relates to what 

you’re seeking to design. plan out a “scavenger hunt” where groups of 3-4 people carry 

out those tasks, looking through the lens of a provided persona or customer archetype. 

teams must capture their experiences with photographs and video. at the end of the 

scavenger hunt, have each of the teams provide a ten-minute presentation where they 

share some of their photos and videos in the context of their customer.



eXercises for collaborative ideation

fantasy

removing reality constraints from a project completely can inspire a wide range of new 

ideas. this isn’t just about unicorns and endless streams of chocolate, however. for this 

method to work, consider how you would fulfill the stated question or task: “how can we 

integrate location-based services into our mobile music application?” well, you wouldn’t 

need location-based services, because your phone always knows where you are, all the 

time. what ideas are inspired by this dream scenario? (source: edward de bono.)

reversal

take the primary elements in the ideation question you’re considering and state 

them in reverse. for example: you’re designing an interface for people to play  

their favorite songs from a streaming radio service. possible reversals could be: 

“what if people had to perform the songs they selected in the interface?” all sorts 

of unusual ideas will come to mind. capture them, and see how they fold into the 

project you’re designing. (source: edward de bono.)

eXaggeration

focus in on one attribute of your current design or ideation question and blow 

it way out of proportion. as an example—you’ve been asked to create a novel, 

yet simple interface idea for a streaming music app. so ask: “what would this 

streaming music app look like if there was only a giant play button on the 

screen?” work through the logic of fulfilling this outlandish scenario, capturing 

new and interesting ideas as you go. (source: edward de bono.)

fUtUre-casting

don’t worry about what needs to be created for today. individually, imagine what your  

stated design solutions could be if they were projected five to ten years into the future. 

when time is up, share your ideas in a round-robin style (one idea per person at a time). 

if any new ideas come to mind based on what ideas other people share, draw them 

during this period and add them to the pile. do this two to three times for different focus 

areas, then let each person put a star on the 2-3 ideas they like best.

interface bingo

create a blank interface for whatever site or app you’ve been tasked in creating. if you’re 

feeling spry, also print out little modules for specific features or requirements. print out a 

copy for each member of the brainstorm. each person is allowed to add one feature at a 

time, then passes their interface on to the person at their right. this continues until there 

is no room left for features. interfaces are then shared out to the group, one at a time. 

everyone is asked to create sketches and ideas based on the interfaces.

30 days in 30 MinUtes

bring together teams of three to four people, and provide them with a design 

problem that they must fully solve in 30 (or fewer) minutes. the time is divided 

up in the following manner: 8 minutes: each team reaches a goal that is set by the 

leader. 2 minutes: the leader serves as the client, providing quick feedback to the 

teams and providing the next milestone. this is then repeated until time runs out, 

with the fidelity of the idea increasing every 10 minutes by an order of magnitude.
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find More eXercises for groUp collaboration  

in Creative workshop: 80 Challenges to sharpen  

your design skills by david sherwin froM  

how books, available at Mydesignshop.coM


